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--()-So you’re wondering if there is a Visalus Scam?
Warning! Keep reading only if you wanna know the truth on the Visalus Scam complaints. (I am in no
way affiliated with this company)
Think you’re the only one asking this question?
Get in line.
Whenever a company or group has a fast, meteoric rise to the top – there will always be critics.
Problem is, critics are usually not the people you wanna be taking advice from.
(..unless you want to learn how to become a critic)
But that’s not you right?
My guess is, you fall in 1 of 2 categories.
1) You wanna get healthy.
2) You wanna make some money.
You’re probably looking at Visalus and maybe you’ve run into some articles or videos across the
internet talking about things like ‘visalus shakes scam’ or ‘visalus sciences scam‘.
So, on your quest to become healthy and/or make money, you’re just doing a little due diligence.
Smart! Really it is.
There are lots of network marketing companies out there (AKA multilevel marketing companies), and
some of them will eat you alive. So, ya gotta be careful.
Let’s take a quick look at the top 3 Visalus Scam Complaints
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…to see if they hold any water.
Complaint #1 – The Visalus Shakes Scam
Some super analytical brains will claim that the Visalus products are overpriced because they have
“analyzed” the ingredients and found that they can get the same nutritional value by going to the store
and purchasing a million other products and make their own shakes for less money.
While this may or may not be true, it leaves a BIG factor out of the equation.
Convenience.
There’s a saying I heard a few years ago “Stepping over dollars to pick up dimes”.
Wealthy people realize that time is money, and some people would rather pay someone else to do the
research, shopping, blending & packaging so that they can spend their time doing what they enjoy or
doing what they’re good at (making more money for example).
You need to decide what’s more valuable – time or money?
For me, it’s time… so I could care less if a few hours of research and frugal shopping could save me a
few bucks.
My time is valuable.
Complaint #2 – The Visalus BMW Scam
Visalus offers a BMW car bonus, when your sales organization gets to a certain size. (I think it’s like
12,000 in volume).
So, when you achieve and maintain 12,000 in volume you’ll receive an extra $600 per month to pay
your BMW payment.
This is actually a standard, car bonus plan.
Most network marketing companies that offer a car bonus, do it exactly like this. Nothing out of the
ordinary here, other than the volume requirement is quite a bit lower with Visalus.
So what’s the problem? Why the Visalus BMW Scam complaints?
If your volume drops below the required minimum, you don’t qualify for the car bonus and you have to
make the payment out of your own pocket.
Hmmmmm…. Still not sure where the Visalus Scam is on this one. Seems pretty straightforward to
me.
Drop below qualifications – - -> Don’t qualify.
Make sense. Just be sure you’re aware of this before you go buy your Visalus BMW and you won’t
have any problems.
Visalus Is A Scam Claim #3 – Only The Top Reps Make The Big Money
While I was researching this topic, I ran across one ridiculous article that said, you would only make
money like Nick Sarnicola (top earner) makes if you were GIVEN access to the same contacts he had
in building his business.
Notice the word ‘Given’.
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Visalus is a business my friend. This simply means, you produce and you make money.
You produce more and you make more money.
No one is going to ‘GIVE’ you anything.
If you are looking for a gift, or a free ride, then business in the American Free Enterprise system may
not be for you.
Can you make money in Visalus?
Of course. IF you produce. Pretty simple.
I have a good friend who joined Visalus a couple months ago and he’s already made over $30,000.
How did he do it?
He produced.
Bottom Line On The Visalus Scam
There isn’t one if you use common sense and make decisions with your eyes open.
The products have helped countless people with diet and weight loss. You’ll have to decide of the
price is right for you.
The business has helped lots of people make money, raise their self esteem and grow as people.
There is no Visalus Scam.
Your champion of truth in marketing,
Paul Hutchings
PS – Quick word of advice. If you want something in life, make sure you listen to the people who
know how to help you get what you want.
Critics are good for, well… learning how to be critics. That’s about it.
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